A new interesting research area is the representation and analysis of the networked economy using Open Semantic Service Networks (OSSN). OSSN are represented using the service description language USDL to model nodes and using the service relationship model OSSR to model edges. Nonetheless, in their current form USDL and OSSR do not provide constructs to capture the dynamic behavior of service networks. To bridge this gap, we used the General System Theory (GST) as a framework guiding the extension of USDL and OSSR to model dynamic OSSN. We evaluated the extensions made by applying USDL and OSSR to two distinct types of dynamic OSSN analysis: 1) evolutionary by using a Preferential Attachment (PA) and 2) analytical by using concepts from System Dynamics (SD). Results indicate that OSSN can constitute the first stepping stones toward the analysis of global service-based economies.
Introduction
Networks have been playing an increasingly important role in many fields. The Internet, the World Wide Web, social networks, and Linked Open Data (LOD) [1] are examples of some of the myriad types of networks that are a part of everyday life of many people. Service networks are another class of networks of emerging interest since worldwide economies are becoming increasingly connected.
To address the growing importance of service systems, we have introduced the concept of Open Semantic Service Network (OSSN) [2] . OSSNs are global service networks which relate services with the assumption that firms make the information of their service systems openly available using suitable models. Service systems, relationships, and networks are said to be open when their models are transparently available and accessible by external entities and follow an openworld assumption. The objective of open services is very similar to the one explored by the linked open data initiative: exposing, sharing, and connecting pieces of data and information on the Semantic Web using URIs and RDF.
One limitation of OSSNs is that they were conceived without accounting for the dynamic behavior of service networks. In other words, they can only capture static snapshots of service-based economies. In this paper, our objective is to bridge this gap by bringing dynamic modeling capabilities to OSSNs. Our approach explores the General System Theory (GST) [3] , a theory successfully applied in many fields of research (e.g. by John Von Neumann in computing and Ed Yourdon in structured analysis and structured design), to identify important requirements to model dynamic service networks. From these requirements, we studied the suitability of using USDL 1 (Unified Service Description Language) [4, 5, 6] and OSSR 2 (Open Semantic Service Relationship) [7] to represent dynamic service networks. USDL is a language which provides machineprocessable descriptions for service systems. With the introduction of USDL there is a paradigm shift which sees that business services can be represented and controlled using guiding specifications. OSSR systematizes key elements to establish rich relationships between service systems such as the role of services (e.g. consumer, competitor, and complementor), the strength of relationships, and the level at which service systems are related (e.g. activities and actors).
Based on our study of GST, both USDL and OSSR models were extended with primitives to capture the dynamic behavior of open semantic service networks. Three extensions were identified: 1) attractiveness, 2) cause-effect relationships, and 3) time bounding. We validated our approach with two scenarios. One was based on an evolutionary analysis using a Preferential Attachment (PA) [8] , while the second used System Dynamics (SD) [9] to forecast the behavior of an OSSN. The relations between the various theories and models explored in our work are illustrated in Figure 1 . Our findings suggest that current developments -such as USDL, OSSR, and OSSN -have reached a maturity stage which enables the implementation of algorithms and simulation models to gain insights on the evolution of global service networks. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe a motivation scenario for the application and relevance of open semantic service networks. Section 3 presents the related work. Section 4 describes the set of requirements which was identified after analysing the GST that is relevant to support dynamic service networks. Section 5 highlights the limitations of USDL and OSSR to model dynamic networks. Section 6 presents the extensions made to USDL and OSSR. Section 7 evaluates our approach by analysing dynamic networks using evolutionary and analytical methods. Section 8 provides the conclusion.
